Homework Contract
Week 5, 22\textsuperscript{nd} February

Year 3

Spelling
- Each night, choose ONE activity to complete using all your words.
- \textit{REMEMBER: by Thursday you should have three activities in your book}

Reading
- Read for at least 10 mins every night and \textit{record in your diary}.

Religion
- Read and complete ‘Transfigured’.
- Read ‘Look Closer’ to mum/dad and complete activity: ‘Pride’

Maths
- Complete set tasks on \textit{Mathletics}.
- Complete set pages in your Maths Plus. Pages: 2, 10, 27, 34 (Addition)

Physical Activity
- Running on the spot (3x30secs)
- Star jumps (3x10sets)

\begin{itemize}
\item St Pauls day Monday (full uniform with joggers)
\item Swimming Carnival (Friday)
\item Mater Maria permission note needs to be returned
\item Crunch & Sip, please ensure that you bring in daily
\end{itemize}